
 

 

 

 

 
Pamela Decker 

Composer and Organist 

Long Biography 
 
Pamela Decker is Professor of Organ/Music Theory at the Fred Fox           

School of Music at the University of Arizona in Tucson and serves as Director of               
Music/Organist at the Lutheran Church of the Risen Savior in Green Valley,            
Arizona. She completed the Doctor of Musical Arts (DMA) degree at Stanford            
University, with emphasis in both performance practices and composition.         
During her period of graduate work at Stanford, she studied both organ and             
composition as a Fulbright Scholar in Germany. She has won prizes in national             
and international competitions as both performer and composer. At the          
University of Arizona, she was awarded the Henry and Phyllis Koffler Prize for             
Research/Creative Activity (as the first arts-related winner in the history of the            
university), as well as the College of Fine Arts Award for Teaching Excellence. 

  
As both recitalist and composer, Pamela Decker has been active in the            

United States, Europe, the Baltic Region, and Canada. She has been a featured             
recitalist in many conventions and festivals, including the American Guild of           
Organists (AGO) National Convention, two AGO regional conventions, the         
Annual Conference on Organ Music at the University of Michigan, the Twice            
Festival, the Redlands Organ Festival, Tallinn International Organ Festival, and          
the Festival International d’Orgue de Monaco. Her works for various          
instruments and ensembles are published by Wayne Leupold Editions, C.F.          
Peters, Hinshaw, Augsburg Fortress, World Library Publications, and Oxford         
University Press. Her compositions have been performed in at least nineteen           
countries and recorded commercially on the Albany, Loft, Gothic, ReZound          
(Loft), Arkay, and Arktos labels.  
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Pamela Decker, Composer and Organist 
 

Leading performers such as Douglas Cleveland (Gothic: Celestial Fire),         
Janice Beck (Albany 383: Janice Beck Performs Works of Pamela Decker ), and            
Christa Rakich (ReZound: Christa Rakich in Recital at St. Mark’s Cathedral)           
have recorded major works by Pamela Decker on recordings that have received            
excellent reviews in many journals. Pamela Decker's disc on the Albany label,            
Flights of Fancy, recently received a rave review in the “Classical Hall of Fame”              
section of Fanfare, in which she was acclaimed as “one of America's most             
intrepid virtuoso organists.” Of the Loft Recordings’ disc entitled Decker Plays           
Decker: Desert Wildflowers (LRCD 1076), a Gramophone review referred to          
Decker as “an organist noble in the Bach line…as a composer-performer she            
falls clearly into the lineage from which Bach and Duruflé are but two points on               
a long and distinguished timeline.” 

 
Pamela Decker has been named AGO Distinguished Composer for 2018;          

as part of this designation, she was awarded a commission for a 40-minute             
organ solo work that will be premiered as an evening event at the 2018 AGO               
national convention in Kansas City. Pamela Decker’s list of works includes           
music for organ, piano, and harpsichord duo, as well as choral, vocal, and             
orchestral works. Elegy and Dances , her concerto for alto saxophone and           
orchestra (also in a version for alto saxophone and organ; both versions            
published by C.F. Peters) was premiered in the Great Hall of the            
Moscow-Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow by saxophonist Frederick       
Hemke and organist Douglas Cleveland, both of whom have enjoyed illustrious           
careers at both national and international levels. El Tigre, her concerto for            
organ and orchestra, was premiered at the Eastern Music Festival under the            
baton of Gerard Schwarz, long-time conductor of the Seattle Symphony and the            
Director of the Eastern Music Festival; concert organist Edie Johnson was the            
soloist. In the spring of 2016, Pamela Decker’s art song cycle, Haven: Songs of              
Mystery and of Memory, was released as a commercial CD (Albany/Troy 1621).            
Critics have praised the music and performances as “direct and immediate in            
their appeal…covering a wide spectrum of the human condition, exhibiting          
pathos, wistfulness, tenderness, and unexpected joy.” The music is described as           
“achingly beautiful and memorable,” as well as “poignant and enduring.” The           
texts (also by Pamela Decker) have been praised as “simply arresting,” and the             
playing hailed as “faultless” ( Fanfare). The cycle also has received positive           
reviews in response to concert performance. Decker’s SATB/organ anthem,         
Taste and See, was recently published by C.F. Peters and has been performed in              
concert and liturgical settings across the country. 

 
Pamela Decker is represented by Seven Eight Artists. 

 
 

Current as of April 2018. 
No alterations may be made to this biography without permission of Seven Eight Artists. 
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Pamela Decker, Composer and Organist 
 

 
 
Short Biography 

 
Pamela Decker is Professor of Organ/Music Theory at the University of           

Arizona in Tucson and Director of Music/Organist at the Lutheran Church of            
the Risen Savior in Green Valley, Arizona. She holds the Doctor of Musical Arts              
degree from Stanford University and the certificate for having studied as a            
Fulbright Scholar in Germany. As a published composer she is represented by            
Wayne Leupold Editions, C.F. Peters, Oxford University Press, Hinshaw,         
Augsburg Fortress, and World Library Publications. She has recorded for the           
Loft Recordings, Albany/Troy, Arkay, Bainbridge, and CRI labels.  
 

Pamela Decker has performed in the United States, Europe, the Baltic           
Region, and Canada. She has been a featured recitalist in many conventions and             
festivals, including the American Guild of Organists (AGO) National         
Convention, three AGO regional conventions, the Annual Conference on Organ          
Music at the University of Michigan, the Twice Festival, the Redlands Organ            
Festival, Tallinn International Organ Festival, and the Festival International         
d’Orgue de Monaco. Her compositions have been performed in at least           
nineteen countries and recorded commercially on the Loft, Gothic, ReZound          
(Loft), Albany, Arkay, Pro Organo, Raven, and Arktos labels by leading           
performers such as Douglas Cleveland, Christa Rakich, Faythe Freese, the          
Chenault Duo, and Jonathan Rudy. Of the Loft Recordings’ disc entitled Decker            
Plays Decker: Desert Wildflowers (LRCD 1076), a Gramophone review referred          
to Decker as “an organist noble in the Bach line…as a composer-performer she             
falls clearly into the lineage from which Bach and Duruflé are but two points on               
a long and distinguished timeline.”  
 

Pamela Decker is represented by Seven Eight Artists. 
 
 

Current as of April 2018. 
No alterations may be made to this biography without permission of Seven Eight Artists. 
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Pamela Decker 
Complete List of Works 

 
Psalm 150 (2018) for SATB choir and organ, commissioned by Christ Church Philadelphia 
The Seven Last Words and Triumph of Christ (2017) for organ, published by Wayne Leupold 
And There Were Shepherds (2017) for SATB choir, soloists, and piano 
La Danza (2017) for organ, published by Wayne Leupold Editions 
Two Psalm Paraphrases:  Dances of Prayer and Praise (2017) for organ 
Psalm 139 (2017) for organ, published by Wayne Leupold Editions 
Noel, Noel! (2016) for SATB choir and piano or organ 
Canyon Songs (2016) for French horn and piano 
Fantasy on “Rouen” (2106) for organ duo 
The Martyrdom of St. Alban (2015) 
Praeludium (2015), in homage to Buxtehude;  published by Wayne Leupold Editions 
Fantasy on the Name of Roy Andrew Johnson (2015) published by Wayne Leupold Editions  
Faneuil Hall (2014) for organ, published by Wayne Leupold Editions (AGO commission) 
Haven:  Songs of Mystery and of Memory (2013) for mezzo soprano and piano 
Conditor alme siderum  (2013) for organ duo, published by Wayne Leupold Editions 
The Freese Collection (2012) for organ, published by Wayne Leupold Editions 
Taste and See (2011) for SATB choir and organ, published by C.F. Peters 
Golden Gates  (2010), published by Wayne Leupold Editions in 2011 
Jesu, dulcis memoria for organ (2010), published by Wayne Leupold Editions in 2011 
Tango Toccata on a Theme by Melchior Vulpius  for organ (2001), published as a single  
     work by Wayne Leupold Editions in 2010 
La Pantera for organ (2009), published by Wayne Leupold Editions in 2010 
On This Day, Earth Shall Ring:  Five Hymn-Based Works for Advent and Christmas  
     (organ), Wayne Leupold Editions, released in 2009 
     I    Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland 
     II   Veni, veni Emmanuel 
     III  Personent hodie 
     IV Cranham 
     V  Antioch  
Chaconne on “Ave caeli janua”  for flute and organ (2008), manuscript 
Gatherings  for seven trumpets (2008), manuscript 
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El Tigre:  Concerto for Organ and Orchestra (2008), Wayne Leupold Editions 
      I    Danza 
     II  Alba 
     III El Tigre 
Voluntary for a Ceremony for organ (2007), manuscript 
Psalm 102  for soprano and piano (2007), manuscript 
El Tigre for organ (2007), Wayne Leupold Editions, issued in 2008 
life aromatic with red-hot pizazz for mezzo soprano and organ (2006), manuscript  
     from “Ode to the Alien” by Diane Ackerman 
     I   Beast, I’ve known you in all love’s countries 
     II  I lived a grim life 
     III through the jungles 
     IV life as unlikely as a pelican 
Come See the Place Where the Lord Lay, for soprano and tenor soloists, SATB, two  
     trumpets and organ (2006), manuscript  
Passacaglia on BACH for organ (2004), Wayne Leupold Editions 
Ave maris stella for organ (2004), Wayne Leupold Editions 
Fantasy on the Name of Marilyn Keiser for organ (2003), Wayne Leupold Editions 
Elegy and Dances for Saxophone and Orchestra (2003), C.F. Peters 
Elegy and Dances for Saxophone and Organ (2002), C.F. Peters 
Home Suite Home:  Across America with the Pipe Organ (2002), Wayne Leupold Editions 
     I   New York:  The Principal City 
     II  Flutes for San Francisco 
     III Cajun Strings  
     IV Chicago Reed Blues 
     V  Tango for Tucson:  It Takes Tutti to Tango 
Fantasy on “Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott”  for organ (2002), to be published by Wayne  
     Leupold Editions 
Vox angelica (Meditation on “Bear Down”) for organ (2001), manuscript 
Tango Toccata on a Theme by Melchior Vulpius  for organ (2001), World Library 
     Publications, by permission from Wayne Leupold Editions 
Aria for Keith and Liz for organ (2001), manuscript 
Portales  for harpsichord duo (or piano duo) (2000), C.F. Peters 
Lux perpetua for organ (1999), manuscript 
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Río abajo río for organ (1999), Wayne Leupold Editions 
     I   Boliviana 
     II  Diferencias 
     III Fantasía  
Flores del Desierto for organ (1998), Wayne Leupold Editions 
     I   Albarda 
     II  Espuelita 
     III Saiya 
O Sacred Head, Now Wounded  for organ (1997), Augsburg Fortress:  A New Liturgical  
     Year (anthology of works by leading composers;  commission from John Ferguson) 
Kairos  for organ (1997), Wayne Leupold Editions 
Retablos  for organ (1997), Wayne Leupold Editions 
     I   Pange lingua (1995) 
     II  Ubi caritas  (1996) 
     III Victimae paschali (1997) 
Nightsong and Ostinato Dances  for organ (1992), Wayne Leupold Editions 
Toccata for organ (1987), C.F. Peters 
Sonata I  for organ (1981), manuscript 
Passacaglia for organ (1980), Hinshaw Music, Inc. 
Fantasy and Fugue for organ (1978), accepted for publication by Hinshaw Music, Inc. 
A Carol Fugue for organ (1977), accepted for publication by Hinshaw Music, Inc.  
 
 



 

Pamela Decker Press Reviews 
 

“In a previous review, I termed Pamela Decker ‘The First Lady of the Organ.’ With each composition, she lives up to that                      
reputation. It is obvious from looking at this concert piece [The Freese Collection] that Decker possesses a fertile                  
imagination in her compositions, and she does not hesitate to show off her equally comparable performance technique.” 

The Diapason  March 2018 

On Haven:  Songs of Mystery and of Memory (Albany Records): 

“Some of these songs are actually—gasp!—hummable, the repeated melodies haunting one long after hearing them...I’d               
love to hear some of these songs juxtaposed with some of her non-vocal works…One can imagine, for example, what                   
Susan Graham might do with some of these songs.”  

American Record Guide  March/April 2018 

“The songs of Pamela Decker are thoroughly tonal and enjoyable, being direct and immediate in their appeal. They                  
cover a wide spectrum of the human condition, exhibiting pathos, wistfulness, tenderness, and unexpected joy. There                
are some exquisite harmonic sequences…achingly beautiful and memorable…[this] will provide much enjoyment.”            
(Canfield) 

“Katherine Byrnes’s fresh voice is ideal for this music, expressive and surely perfect, too, for musical theater…simply                 
arresting…when Decker enters more complex harmonic territory, we get a glimpse of other faces of the composer…the                 
playing is faultless.”  (Clarke)  

Fanfare  July/August 2016  
(David DeBoor Canfield/Colin Clarke), with reviews of the commercial song cycle CD (Albany Records) entitled  

Haven:  Songs of Mystery and of Memory, with text and music by Pamela Decker;  
Katherine Byrnes, mezzo soprano and Pamela Decker, piano. 

“The hour-long work [Haven: Songs of Mystery and of Memory] has fourteen songs, some for soprano and piano                  
alone, and others choreographed by the dancer…The music and dance combined beautifully to express the color,                
emotion, and elegance of the poetry.” 

The Diapason  November 2015 

“Pamela Decker, a brilliant organist-composer, is professor of organ and music theory at the University of Arizona in                  
Tucson…Decker composed the two-part Fantasy using the assignment of pitch material to the letters of Johnson’s name                 
for the primary thematic elements, much in the way that Duruflé did…[this] will provide a brilliant recital piece or                   
postlude.  It is highly recommended.” 

The American Organist  March 2017 

“Pamela Decker’s Conditor Alme Siderum , also based on the chant with the same name, is both intellectually and                  
sensually fulfilling. Well thought-out and crafted, this work is packed with symbolic gestures—with references to the                
chant, text, meaning, and even the dedication to the Chenaults woven into the fabric of the music. The complexity in the                     
composition is transcended by its aural beauty.” 

The Diapason  June 2016 

“The work by Ms. Decker [Faneuil Hall] is the most adventurous here, and it captivates, with a flexible rhapsodic                   
writing, a wide harmonic palette, and a powerful fugue to close.”  

American Record Guide  May/June 2016 
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“This third installment of recordings of Pamela Decker’s organ music showcases her abilities as composer, performer,                
and artist. Decker always performs impeccably, combining unerring accuracy, rhythmic precision, and energy with an               
ardent musicality that invariably astounds.”  

The Diapason  June 2015 

“Ave maris stella turns out to be an ear-bending adventure of considerable emotional complexity, and Jesu, dulcis                 
memoria features a compelling stride to its massive final climaxes…In addition to being authoritative, Decker’s               
performances are marvels of liquid flow amid the Flentrop’s vast reservoirs of sound, recorded by [Roger] Sherman as                  
naturally as any organ can be.”  

Gramophone  September 2013 

“Presenting a variety of hymn, chant-based, and free works composed between 2004 and 2010, Pamela Decker again                 
demonstrates her tremendous creative and performing skills in this third volume surveying her organ works…Decker’s               
music is challenging, powerful, engaging, and inimitable. It reflects her ebullient spirit in its energy and complexity of                  
rhythm and counterpoint.  Her skill as a performer is equally impressive.” 

The American Organist  April 2013 

“I’m not sure which is the bigger feat: composing this extremely intricate music or being able to play it all. But                     
technique is no problem for Decker in either composition or performance—she is a tour de force in every way…This is a                     
thrilling disc.” 

The Journal of the Association of Anglican Musicians  April 2013 

“Pamela Decker’s formidable composing and performing skills are shown to fullest advantage on this organ…Loudness               
and complexity contrast with simplicity and introspection, and in both large- and small-scale pieces there is an                 
overriding sense that every note is exactly where it should be. A must for anyone interested in good new music.”                    
(Five-star review) 

Choir & Organ  March/April 2013 

“She is not only a top-flight organist, but a talented composer as well…most imaginative…a tour de force…Decker’s                 
fugue has all the fireworks one could possibly envision…you will want this recording.” 

Fanfare  March/April 2013, Maria Nockin, reviewer 

“Decker is an excellent composer…it is clear why her pieces have entered the repertoire of many prominent concert                  
artists.  She herself is a player of great flair and an ideal interpreter of her own music.” 

Fanfare  March/April 2013, Carson Cooman, reviewer and interviewer 

“Pamela Decker plays her own fascinating compositions on one of the iconic organs of the 20th century. Her style                   
seems to my ears to be strongly based on modal relationships extended to form a highly personal and effective tonal                    
language…Decker’s music bears repeated listening to unravel a complicated and tightly woven musical world. By all                
means, add this CD to your collection of important American composers.” 

The Tracker:  Journal of the Organ Historical Society, Volume 57, Number 2, Spring 2013 

“The music is so skillfully written…the ethereal opening of ‘Veni Creator’ is exquisite. That piece builds to a triumphant                   
conclusion…Decker is able to bring together disparate stylistic ingredients that are synthesized in a coherent personal                
idiom…there is no doubt that her music is fresh and imaginative.” 

American Record Guide  January/February 2013 
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“The combination of ingenious and elegant craft with a sheer delight in organ sonority and éclat is a compelling one,                    
and forms a veracity perhaps not always a given in ‘modern’ organ music…If you want brilliance, energy, elegance, and                   
vitality in equal measure in music that is idiomatic, beautifully crafted and hand-in-glove with its instrument, look no                  
further.” 

Choir & Organ  March/April 2010 (Jeremy Filsell “Stateside” article, p. 55) 

“Pamela Decker is a formidable performer and composer whose music and playing are brimming with energy, intensity,                 
passion, and creativity. This is highly sophisticated, demanding music…The music is virtuosic both conceptually and               
technically. Pamela Decker the organist has plenty of physical equipment to pull it off brilliantly…These works and this                  
playing demonstrate the cutting edge of organistic creativity and possibility.” 

The American Organist  December 2009 

“Decker takes us from the serious to the light-hearted, and all with solid structure, intellectual rigor, and panache…She                  
conveys her music with excitement and technical fire. From both the compositional and the performance viewpoint,                
these CDs are a tour de force.” 

The Diapason  August 2009 

“…one of America’s most intrepid virtuoso organists.” 

Fanfare  May/June 2009 

“Pamela Decker, a renowned composer and dynamic performer, played an exhilarating program of contemporary organ               
music on the Harris organ…successfully evocative…a rhythmic and virtuosic tour de force [Etezady: Wake the               
Dead ]…” 

The American Organist  May 2008 (Review of 2008 Region IX Midwinter Conclave) 

“This [Decker:  Río abajo río] is gorgeous music that I highly recommend.” 

The Diapason  February 2008 

 “The writing as well as the performance of this piece [Decker:  Portales] was virtuosic.” 

The Diapason  January 2008 

“An organist noble in the Bach line…as a composer-performer she falls clearly into a lineage from which Bach and                   
Duruflé are but two points on a long and distinguished timeline…Decker reveals both a thoroughly ingrained knowledge                 
of the existing repertory and a formidable command of the instrument and its possibilities. It’s precisely that virtuosity                  
that comes to the fore in Kairos (1996) and Río abajo río (1999), both of which gently push the boundaries of standard                      
organ music…these works balance the freedom of spontaneous creation with the clear direction of a formal road map.” 

Gramophone Awards Issue 2006 

“With passion and precision Pamela Decker mastered the technically demanding compositions throughout the             
program and captivated her audience.” 

Gandersheimer Kreisblatt  (Germany) 09/20/06 

“Here is an opportunity to experience one of America’s most gifted composer-organists playing one of the country’s                 
celebrated organs…She is a stunning virtuoso, and composes music that utilizes her formidable technical and musical                
abilities to the fullest.” 

The American Organist  June 2006 
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“This [Liturgical Suite] is a skillfully composed work that is enjoyable to play and fascinating to hear. It is musical                    
writing in the best sense of the word.” 

The American Organist  February 2006 (Frederick Swann) 

“It’s rare to find a piece that is both elegant and dramatic at the same time, but this [Río abajo río] is one…exciting to                        
listen to, an audience pleaser, while still intellectually satisfying for the player.” 

Christa Rakich, prominent organ recitalist and recording artist, January 2006 

“Decker’s colorful and elegantly conceived music will appeal to any collector of modern, approachable organ music.” 

Records International Catalogue  January 2006 

“These are difficult works that require superb technique in both manuals and pedal, and Decker is more than qualified                   
to perform them.” 

American Record Guide  January/February 2006 

“Organist Pamela Decker is a vibrant example of the composer-performer…She is a confident and purposeful performer 
throughout…the organ’s power and versatility is always masterfully employed.  To Decker the organ is not a playground 
of titillating sounds, but a grand instrument whose core registers never exhaust their interest.” 

Gramophone   June 2005 

“High standards of performance technique figure into her music, too…As complex as the interlocking lines may be,                 
Decker as a performer never smudges a single thing…stunning double pedal passages…Decker plays it [Home Suite                
Home] with the authority you would expect. Pamela Decker’s music holds many rewards for performers and listeners                 
alike. In the September/October 2001 issue of Fanfare, David Denton wrote of Decker, ‘I would hope that history will                   
find a place for this gifted musician.’ If there is any justice in the world, we shouldn’t have to wait long for history to do                         
its job.” 

Fanfare  November/December 2005 

“…presented with dramatic energy…played with flawless ease…convincing interpretation of classic literature.” 

Ronald Krebs, Convention Coordinator, Region V AGO Convention, 2005 

“The show stopper was Pamela Decker’s new Ave maris stella variations, written for Cleveland’s recent French tour.                 
The work’s polytonality and complex architecture were made clear and powerful; the closing manual toccata section                
over a double pedal cantus was riveting.” 

Pipe Notes  March 2005 

“[Elegy and Dances for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra] was a great success…the performance was superb, and the                 
experience one of exhilaration.” 

Tucson Citizen 09/22/03 

“Admirers of Decker’s compositions will find much to admire in the set of pieces…an effective introduction to the style                   
of a vibrant composer.” 

The American Organist  May 2003 

“The tango as a genre has all too often been the object of parody, but here Decker has managed to turn her highly                       
chromatic, personal vocabulary into music that captures much of the boldness tinged with melancholy native to the                 
finest tangos…organists who decide to tango with this music will be well rewarded by its inner skill as well as its outer                      
wit.” 

The Diapason  May 2003 
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“…the lure of this sophisticated work [Río abajo río] lies in its carefully constructed form, original harmonic language,                  
and beautiful treatment of melody. Of particular note are the serpentine chromatic harmonies that undergird the lilting                 
melodic writing of the second movement—at once both disconcerting and irresistible. The final movement’s orchestral               
scope makes room for everything from delicate arabesques to an angular tango, concluding with a thrilling toccata. In                  
short, this is an important addition to the literature for the organ…” 

The Diapason  March 2002 

“Kairos makes its second CD appearance (also to be found on an all-Decker recital by Janice Beck, Albany CD-383) and                    
proves that Pamela Decker’s music demands to be heard.” 

The American Organist  February 2002 

“Decker is decidedly a composer to reckon with—an organist who writes originally and idiomatically for her                
instrument.” 

The American Organist  December 2001 

“A fine example of contemporary writing, it [Río abajo río] deserves to find its way into the repertoire…” 

The American Organist  December 2001 

“This precision has its source in the enormous technical capability that Pamela Decker displayed. Fast runs presented                 
no problem whatsoever, not even in the pedal passages. In one instance it appeared as if she were dancing…This                   
remarkable technique was complemented by the interpretive security with which the American organist breathed life               
into all of the works…” 

Rheinische Post (Ausgabe Geldern)  Straelen, Germany  10/09/01 

“…Pamela Decker, Professor of Organ and Music Theory at the University of Arizona, Tucson, presented her dazzling                 
virtuosity on the three-manual Seifert organ with its 43 ranks.” 

Rheinische Post (Emmerich)  Emmerich, Germany  10/08/01 

“As I concluded in my previous Decker review, we critics have been proven wrong over many centuries when passing                   
judgment on composers of our time, but I would hope that history will find a place for this gifted musician.” 

Fanfare  September/October 2001 

“This riveting work [Banana Trumpet Games, by P.Q. Phan], given a powerful reading by Pamela Decker, was recorded                  
at the University of Iowa in 1995.” 

American Record Guide  January/February 2001 

“The final chords of the Fantasía leave the listener with a sense of astonishment that is monumental and                  
compelling…The works of these two composers [Pamela Decker and Robert Bates] certainly represented a pinnacle of                
talent for modern organ music.” 

The Diapason  October 2000 

“Flores del Desierto…is in the form of three tangos for organ, and follows Piazzolla’s transformation of the dance into                   
music for the concert hall. It is a very outgoing, virtuoso, and high-impact work that explores the sheer power of the                     
instrument. Decker is a very free spirit in her stylistic allegiance…Her works are academically well argued and                 
constructed…Above all there is a welcome fresh and invigorating quality that conveys an immediate attraction.” 

Fanfare  September/October 2000 
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“Decker has become well known as a recitalist and composer over the last several years. She is a skilled composer for                     
the organ, with an intuitive sense of its capabilities and limitations. The works on this disc display this ability to the                     
extreme.” 

American Record Guide  September/October 2000 

“Pamela Decker, though not as decorated a composer as either [Libby] Larsen or [Dan] Locklair, takes no backseat to                   
either.  Kairos assumes symphonic dimensions and textures in its shifting from restless mystery to sweeping bravura…” 

Fanfare  July/August 2000 

“The pieces are brilliantly performed by Pamela Decker on the Flentrop organ of St. Mark’s Cathedral in Seattle…This is                   
music of intelligence, craft, and emotional intensity. Decker, with her personal connection to every piece on the disc,                  
plays them with conviction, skill, and élan.” 

The Diapason  November 1998 

“Dr. Decker’s Toccata had been heard the previous week as part of the repertoire for the NYACOP (National Young                   
Artists’ Competition in Organ Playing) Semifinals; that piece and Kairos show her to be a composer of depth, skill, and                    
superb instincts.” 

The American Organist  September 1998 

“Ditto opened with appealing recent works by Pamela Decker (a pleasantly piquant Toccata) and Libby Larsen…” 

The Kansas City Star  March 1998 

“Dr. Decker holds a firm grasp of the complexities and the aesthetic joys of this music. She plays effulgently and                    
musically while restoring an important element to the equation:  the player’s expressive contribution.” 

The American Organist  February 1997 

“For this reviewer the most riveting and memorable moments came in Nightsong and Ostinato Dances by Pamela                 
Decker, a long and involved work ending in a frenzied Stravinskyesque dance demanding the utmost in energy,                 
precision, and virtuosity…” 

The Diapason  November  November 1995 

“I enjoyed Decker’s playing in an earlier disc (“Toccata” – Arkay 6091) and did even more so here. She has a unique                      
ability to make sense of difficult contemporary scores for the general listening public. Her playing always seems to                  
make sense and there’s joy in it. I look forward to hearing her again. If you like contemporary organ music or even if                       
you are just mildly curious, this is the disc to get.” 

American Record Guide  September/October 1995 

“…a serious and well-crafted Toccata by Pamela Decker that is more than just a toccata; it has an argument to present                     
and does it in impressive and cogent terms.” 

The American Organist  December 1994 

“Decker packaged a shrewd collection of works strongly linked to mid-century concepts, did so with firm confidence,                 
strong performance, and solidified her reputation as a specialist of accomplishment.” 

The American Organist  August 1992 

“Brilliant organist-composer Pamela Decker continues to dazzle…Her playing is consistently exciting without losing             
clarity…” 

The Diapason  July 1991 
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“My first introduction to Dr. Decker’s playing was in 1984 at the AGO National Convention and I was most impressed                    
with her performance.  This CD exhibits her considerable talents not only as a performer but also as a composer.” 

The Diapason  March 1991 

“Pamela Decker followed in a lecture-recital on 20 th-century music, including one of her own pieces, in which                 
considerable virtuosity revealed many complexities treated in highly imaginative ways.” 

The American Organist  March 1990 

“Decker’s performance is exemplary.  She is captivating…” 

American Record Guide  November/December 1990 

“Decker exhibits a formidable technique.”  

American Record Guide  September/October 1988 
 


